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T

he Indian SaaS market is witnessing a
rapid evolution as
most software products migrate from on-premise to a cloud-based model.
In fact, a joint report released
by Google and US-based VC
firm Accel states that India
is projected to become a 10
billion Dollar revenue industry by 2025 in addition to
accounting for eight percent
share of the global SaaS pie.
This growth is being propelled by the various benefits it has to offer such as better flexibility, low risk, quick
decision making, cost effectiveness combined with an
increasing better-informed
customer base and expanding mobile workforce that
is driving this SaaS adoption. Additionally, India possesses a deep talent pool of
highly experienced software
engineers, a low-cost advantage and superior B2B experience from having worked
in the IT services industry
over the years. Moreover,
the various SaaS tools available in the market have been
designed and developed to
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be easily scalable, configurable, accessible and mandates minimal on-boarding
or training. Combining all
these factors, India is displaying significant potential to become a global SaaS
product hub. And recognizing this to be quite the lucrative sector, Indian SaaS startups have begun penetrating
into this market, taking advantage of this transition.
Businesses now face the task
of selecting the right solution provider in addition to
ensuring the achievement of
the set business goals.
Helping
organizations
choose the right vendor to
work with, CIOReviewIndia
comes to the fore with a list
of “20 Most Promising SaaS
Startups”. This list displays
information of skilled vendors that possess domain
expertise, technically adept
teams and a comprehensive
suite of innovative products
and services to select from.
A panel comprising highly
knowledgeable CEOs, CIOs,
industry analysts and CIOReviewIndia editorial team
has finalized this list.
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Workbook.ai
In Annual Roll of Honor
As One of The

In commendation for their unbridled stride
towards excellence and innovation in this field.

Sudhakar Singh
Editor
CIOReviewIndia

Company:

Key Person:

Workbook.ai

Prince Jain,
Praveen Gadelli,
Co-Founders

Description:

Website:

Offers complete
institute management
solution for schools,
coaching centers and
colleges.

workbook.ai

Workbook.ai: New-age EdTech Solution for the
Institutions/Schools

A

Workbook solutions provide overall view of the activiccording to a report by MarketWatch, SaaS solution market is expected to grow at a CAGR of ties that are being carried out in the schools or institutions
related to students, teachers, number of staff
10.9 percent till 2023. A recent survey carried out among 240 CIOs,
members, academic activities like examination
indicates that more than 70 percent
schedule, class time-table, fee structure and
will be adopting cloud computing in near fuother facilities they are providing to the parents.
ture. The number of users of SaaS products is
Workbook provides cloud-based mobile apincreasing rapidly. SaaS solution caters to difplication with easy implementation and doesn’t
ferent industries and education industry is one
include any extra expenses from the institutes/
of them. Education management constitutes of
schools. It primarily depends upon the users and
different roles and responsibilities. Every role
the size of the school and institutions. So, the
defined has its own set of challenges. For an Praveen Gadelli, Co-Founder expense of using the mobile application is very
owner of a school, the major challenge is to get real-time less as compared to other providers. “The mobile application
information about what is happening in the institution, helps to eliminate the unpredictable and inconsistent bills
expenses and revenue collection and what are the needs every month as it comes with consistent bills having unlimfor improvement.
ited users and free support,” says Prince Jain, Co-Founder.
Workbook offers different features acting as a bridge
Providing personalized experience to Teachers,
that connects institute, teachers and parents with each other.

Students and Parents

Workbook is a PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service) provider that
offers education management solution to schools, colleges
and other private and government institutions catering
to the needs of modern age education system. Currently
whichever solution is available in the market focuses only on
fee collection and ERP solutions, which take care of attendance, recording students’ academics and creating progress
reports. The company identifies and analyzes emerging
trends along with the major drivers, challenges, and opportunities. Workbook aims at automating the whole process
and for this purpose, the company provides customizable
platform to its clients.

Customizable PaaS Solution catering
to the Educational Institutions

“We customize our platform according to the needs of our
customer based on number of students, educational board
like CBSE, ICSE, IGCSE and state. We offer solutions to
cater to every need of the client right from the Lead management (Workbook CRM), admissions, administration,
Staff management, Payroll management, Academics (create-your-own Worksheets, Study Material) to accounts fee
collection and integrable with GPS Tracking (transportation), LIVE CCTV access & RFID solutions (attendance
management),” says Praveen Gadelli, Co-Founder. He adds,
“Intelligent Integrated systems is the future and leading institutions across the world are implementing them to leverage the benefits.”

The mobile application
helps to eliminate the
unpredictable and
inconsistent bills every
month as it comes with
consistent bills having
unlimited users and free
support
Previously schools used to maintain registers for entry of accounts, student attendance, scores obtained by the students
and other records. These features reduce the workload by
automating the work, easing the manual process, eliminating the repetitive task and enhancing the productivity
of the students and sharing information with parents in a
better way.
“For schools and other educational institutions, the major method of revenue generation is Student Fees collection
and Admissions is considered to be the most critical aspect
in terms of revenue for schools. A lot of campaigns, marketing activities are done regarding the admissions and all of
these inquiries are pulled into the system via APIs from all
the leading players like Google, Facebook etc. Our approach
is very simple - reduce leakage of leads, increase efficiency,
lead follow-ups and conversions,” adds Praveen.
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